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NOR'EASTER!
By Ron Bunce and
J.W.Harrington
When it all started Monday
morning, 8 - 14 inches of snow
was expected. By the time it was
over on Tuesday night. three feet
of snow had fallen on campus.
It was the biggest storm this area
has seen since record keeping
began.

nd J ...

PI!

Bryant seems to be a world
unto itself, even under normal
c ond itions . But when the
Govern or made it illegal to
tra vel , a real feeli ng of isolati o n
set in . The only form f contact
wi th the o ut side wo rld w a ~ the
'1 . a d eVe n the) w re ha \i ng
I I '"
t1 I
bl ( h:l
Monday n ig I. ) 10llunatcly,
W J M F broadcast 24 ho urs a

ecurity F i tin g
the Big One
B~

Arian Dukl'! amJ Ja\

day, relaying the latest
information from around the
state as well as on campus. There
were no news papers, and the
mai[room- shut down for the
whole week .
While ecurity took charge of
clean-up opera tio ns, everyone
on cam p us tried to find ways of
killing time. Some helped dig
out, wh ile others took to the
drifts, and a few to the roofs.
Once everyone had worked up
a tremendous appetite. they were
ready to m u nch out at S A G A.
(There are times when eve n we
appre ci a te it!) But , as
eve rvon e soon found o ut,
SAGA. t . was ha ing its
prohlem . J he added hurd n t'f
~lTandcd I'acu lty members and
co m rnut 'r·. t og ether wi th
loV. nho user." r unn ing low on
food , forced , A( , to prepare
500-600 more meals than usual.
t the
arne time, norma l
deli erie' v.en: mterru pted:
h on ages eliminated econds.
led to ratio ning of milk . and

made desserts scarce.
The food problem could be
tolerated by most, but when it
was discovered that the CC and
the Pub would be out of beer by
midweek , people were truly
feeling the effects of the storm.
With the on-campus beer stock
getting crucially low, "beer runs"
became a common sight on
Mowry road. Streams of 400 qr
more people per day were not
uncommon.
"Operation Dig Out" wa' led
by Jerry Ramos. Every m o rning,
volunteers were en t out t clean
lip fire door e xits, ~ i d ewa[ ks.a nd
dorm paths. By Wednesday
afternoon , the walk to din ner
was no [o ncoer exhausl mg . The
d rift v.ere packt:d duw n. walk
wCle ,aned. and a t time. , tht.
pavemen t p aJ.ed th r ug h all t he
snow .
We have all heard t ha t pe p ic
come together u nder emergency
. ituat io ns to hel p r lieve the
inl n en i n 'S t ha t resu lt.
w
we ca n a ll' r 'la te to tha t premise
as a resu lt of the past storm . •

lel/ger

Thanks from the Prez
W ith t hin~ ' baek to normal
(mllTe Il kr, m gani7cd confus
Ion ), we fe'l lha t il i time to pay
tribute to th e trLmcnd o us job
Secu rit y ha s d o ne during the
rece nt d isaste r. D u ring t his time,
~ecurity ha~ handled everything
trom gett in!, (,wei .In campus, to
gelling m diLa : he ir to t hose in
need , 1 his massi c effo rt was
achieved with studen t volunteers
a sisling the regu la r forces .
PhOlO by Ron Bunce

S pecificall y, . ecu rit y was
re ponsi ble for th e r: Howing
relief ffon. ;
I) PrO\ iding med iea l resou rces.
Thi incl uded gel illi g nurses a nd
medicines ffrJ m t he Red Cross.
2) .'e rving a co m mu n i at ions
center The\" go t informat il1n to
the s tude nt s t hrlllt )!h \\ ' J M F, the
R \ , and ,'luden t rganila tion
leader '.
3) Co-o rdinating s now re mm a l
act i v i tj~ . Pri maril y, getting the
par king lot free o f cars, a nd
plowed .
4)

Insurin g adequat e food
Ry con ta cting C iv il
Defense, Na tiona l Guard . a nd
o ther authorit ies.

suppliE'~ .

Heroic perfo rm' nees were
(urned in by a ll m embers o f
ecunty. Chief
ard ne r" gt.
Step hen Sousa, and Corporal

... by Wednesday, everything was engulfed in three feet of snow...
Daniel lummah each logged in
over 60 hours each as of
Thursda y evening. They were
joined b y ot her Security
personnel. a lo ng with student
vo lu n lt:crs S hifts of 12 hours or
more were t he rule , rather than
the excep tion . Special than ks
goes to th e c students along \\-i t h
those who m oned the . hovels
d uring O perat io n Dig Out.
As o ne might ex pecl. problems
did a rise. Over 100 people were
~ t ra nded on ca mpus . They \\-e re
all acomm odatcd due to the
genero s ity of t h E' resident
tude nt s. Commu n ica tion s w'rc
ham p er cd b e c' a use t h'c
l nl ·t ructu re's paging s~ stc m
was in pera tive. The cause is
specu lated to be from 50 inche~
o f snow . As everyo ne k now ~.
eme rg nc~ food supplies did
arri ve . But getting it to the

kitchen was an adventure. It
took IS hours for one shipment
t arrive. Leaving at 2 a .m .
Wednesday, and reaching us at
. five that night. T his perilo us
j ourney is what allo wed you to
eat this past week.

The cooperation of everyone
<It Bry:rnt College during the past
few days has been magnificent. [
want to compliment our physical
plant, security and infirmary
personnel, our administrators ,
our students and our facult y for
joining together to meet a
serious crisis. I also wish to pay
special tribute to the Saga Staff
who kept us fed despite some
rough going. Throughout, it was
inspiring to see and to sense the
friendship, the optimism and the
defiance all of us had in refusing
to let the elements beat us.

During the difficult d ays, a ll of
us came together as a
community in a bond of
unpara lleled cooperation. It was
a memora ble moment for Bryant
for it said some beautiful things
about the people who live and
work on this campus.
[ send my sincere thanks to
those individuals and groups for
what I consider to be an
unforgettable performance of
mut ua l concern and caring for
each other during the Blizzard of
'78 .
Willaim T. O'Hara

We would also like to award
the "Stupid Act of the Year
Award", to those people who
jumped from Dorm roofs into
the s nOWbanks below. Because
there was no way to a fford them
m e d ic a I .a t te n ti 0 n s h ou ld
anythin g had ha p pened . They
were tempting fate i.n the worst
way.
[n conclusion , we would lik e
to t hank. on behalf of aJi
Bryantonians, Sec urity for the
marvelou s job they have done
under les s than ideal
circumstances.

...and then it was time for clean-up.

•

PhOIO by S('on McNom('('
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Scott Pinette
Student Senator

FOCUS
This v\'e~k ha..'i been absolutely amazing. The school becam~ \,mited ,
the re w as litt le bickering or complaining ahout the lack of food on
campus , People , that is all people; faculty , administrators and students ,
got. together and worked side hy sid(;~, Over 200 people helped shovel
snow in a very organized manner, When Saga called for help, students
responded and put in long and productive hours.
Students did not act like students per ce . Administrators did not
play their "role" and faculty members just seemed to hlend in .. We all
worked toward a common calise; unloading food, getting the parking
lot cleared , and hasically amusing ourselves.
It is very Interesting to watch who became leaders during such a time
of crisis. A hrief sketch of what some of those leaders did : ferr\' Ram<'S,
formed Operation Dig-out , made sure programs ~vere' set' up that
students could participate in , alld that all of the stranded indi,'iduals
were properly housed. Dr. O ' Hara , assisted in Operation Dig-out.
called hanks bAing for cash so that the students on campus could bu."
goods (including heer) , and arranged it so Townhouse residems cou ld
receive their meals free from Saga , Ray Quinlan, made sure that the
unistructure was operating properl\'. He also set ur lights and
microphones for the Sno\',' Queen Weekend which could not have been
run vvithout his assistance . Matt Reiter , called all O\el' looking for
add itional food . Set ur a rationing pTllgram Jnd kept hi" staff going fo r
all rho.~e hours without properiv trained relief Chief lardner , assi sted
in Operation Dig-ollt along wi th IllS seclirtt, personnel , The,' helped
dig out cars , call up students to 'move their cars and even took a few
students off campu~ . T his could go on and on ahout the selected
indi"iduals who did more than thcre fai r share of work. You know \\'ho
you are, vou arc ap!1reclated greatl,· and "ou should know it . For an
example , the c'.lDtractor who plowed the campus parking IlIt, has never
seen a lot of our ,\i::e ever cleared as fast and efficientl,'. T h l ~ cou ld never
have heen done without the students help . without it , we ",,'ould
prohahly still he under a foot of snow.
What should he done to prepare for next time! To begin with, what
this school really needs is better snow removal equipment so that basic
snow removal operations can be started . If a storm of such a magnitude
is expected again, personnel, except the emergency skeleton crew
should leave campus along with commuter students , faculty, the
'unneeded administrators and possibl~' e\en local residen t students.
Emergency health care I!qu ipment should be easi ly acce.~s ible, as on
Monday and Tuesda~' an injured person could not have gotten off
campu~ easily. if at all.
In conclusion, J would like to personally thank all of you who made
this snow emergency run smoothl)·. For those of ~'ou who did not care
atx>ut moving your car, complained that ~'ou had nothing to do or that
~'OU did not have cnough to eat, sometimes you have to care ahout
somchody e1sc's hencfit than your own. 1

Impressed

~tar ~ditnr,
We would like to say how
. impressed we are with the
tremendous effort the WHOLE
Bryant community has shown in
the past week. Everyone has
worked together in helping to get
the College back on its feet.
Saga has done wonders with
the little food they have had to
work with, Maintenance and
students have done a fantastic
job 'with the snow removal, and

-,.
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the Pub has supplied many
nights of en'ertainment with the
help of various student groups.
As usual, Jerry Ramos has
done an excellent job of
organizing and participating in
most activities. This past week
shows that in times of crisis,
people do come together.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Johnson
Kathi Lundgren
Beth Trambukis

Thank You

~ear ~ditnr,

One of Senate's most active
members--Scott Pinette--is from
Bristol, Connecticut. He is a
Junior majoring in management
and is planning to be a Personnel
director in a large corporation.
Scott said he chose Management
as his field of interest because
"most of the jobs are in
management and there is more
of an opportunity for
advancement. "
Scott's senate duties include
chairperson of the Research
Committee, member of the N on
Smoking Week Committee,
member of the Senior Service
Awards and a member of the
Parents Weekend Committee.
He is also a co-chairperson of
New Student Orientation. He
said, "One of the biggest moves
for the Orientatio n Committee
has been the new summer
program which will start this
year. This program will reach
approximately nine hundred
students and through the
combined effor ts of Gerri Hura,
Cathy Anderson and Deanna
Grader we hope to make this the
finest program ever."
When asked how he feels
about the future of the Senate, .
Scott replied, "I feel that in the
near future the Senate will be the
best representative body of the
students on campus." Scott also
feels that the Senate should work
closely with future oriented
goals that will benefit the new
students entering college. He
said, "I feel that we should work
closely with the administration
concerning new dormitory
facilities, new gymnasium
facilities and lit tennis courts."
Some of the extra-curricular
activities Scott participates in
are the Delta Omega Profess
ional Society, the Society for the
Advancement of Management,
the Committee to form an
Internship, Peer Counseling
air on a continuous basis
keeping the entire Bryant
Community informed on all the
emergency procedures. Al
though limited in staff because
of the storm, the help of
ded~cated members ?f the
statlO~ kept us on the air.
AgaIn many thanks to the
entire staff for an excellent job.
Sincerely,
Steven Feinberg
General Manager of WJMF

in honor of
Dr. Judy Litoff
On Monday, February 13 Ihe
Faculty Seminar Committee will
sponsor a wine and cheese
reception to honour publicly the
new book American Afidll'ives,
1860 to the Present by D r J udy
B. Litoff. The Faculty Seminar
Committee was formed to
encourage and enha n ce
professional activity at Bryant
College. In the academic world
the publication of a boo k is the
most tangible evidence of
scholarly achievement.
Previously at Bryant College,
with the exclusion of textbooks.
two faculty members have
published significant books, Dr.
Peter Mini of the Economics
Department and Dr. Sven
Nordin formerly of the Social
Studies Department. Dr. Judy
Litoff has added greatly to the
prestige of the faculty and the
college with her outstanding
publication achievement so early
in her career.
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I would like to personally
thank all the members ofWJMF
who played a part in the recent
snow emergency.
Throughout the entire
emergency, W J M F was on the

Enter!

Complete rules posted in

(which is incorporated within
New Directions), the Greek
section of the Ledger.
When asked wh~t he would'
change about Bryant, Scott
replied, "I would like to change
the relationship between
students, faculty and admin
istration. I feel there is no
communication between the
administration adn students.
When the students want change
there is too much politics to go
through." Also, he feels that the
Liberal Arts courses should be
expanded to offer students a
broader background for their
education,
Scott's hobbies and sport
activities include tenni!),
swimmIng. traveling. baseball.
"bowling for dollars' and (his
favorite) socializing. His favorite
form of entertainment is
watching sporting events,
especially baseball and football
and he also enjoys rela xing to
musIc by the "Eagles,"
"Chicago." and "Fleetwood
Mac."
When I asked Sco tt if he had a
hero. he seemed skeptica l at first,
and then later replied, "My hero
is Richard Nixon . Many people
feel that he was corrupt. but I
believe he took a stand for
something that he believed in
and I admire that in a person."

r---------------------------.

Last 4 Days to

•
$100 in Cash
Prizes
•

"MEET THE PR EZ" 
scheduled for February 14, 2-4
p.m, in the Stude nt C~nter.
Bring him a Valentine!

.

Copy considered objectionable by the Editorial Board will n,>t be aecepted.
Announcements and news releases from the C,)lIege and surrounding community
are printed at the discretion of the Editor-in-Chief.

-

Offices are located on the third noor. east wing of the t :nistruct ure. Mailing
address is Box 37. Bryant College. Smithfield. Rhode Island. 0~917 . Office phone
is (401) 231·1200. extension 311 and 3n
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rowdingOvercrowdingOverc
By Brian Duke
The construction of dormitories
fourteen and fifteen will soon
begin, making it possible for an
additional 312 Bryantonians to
live on campus. Unfortunately,
this may be setting the stage for
overcrowding the existing
buildings on campus.
This article takes a look at
Bryant facilities to determine if it
is po si ble to accommodate an
add itional 312 resident students.
T he Library
The library has a seating
capacity of 450 and can stock
approximately 100,000 volumes.
At first glance these seem to be snow storms).
impressive numbers, but upon a
The Comfort can support
second look they seem about 175 students, though this
somewhat deficient.
is crowded. The idea of a small
It is known that during finals,
intimate atmosphere was a good
finding a seat in the library is one, however, when the total of
akin to locating a needle in a the Country Comfort and the
haystack; you know it is there Student Center is less than 1000
somewhere, but it is a pain to on a campus of over 1400, the
find . Actually, the situation is social life of the college seems
not humorous, but quite a certain to suffer.
serious problem. It would seem Auditorium
that with over 1400 students on
_Bryant College schedules a
campus, the seating capacity great deal of its social functions
wo uld be larger than 450.
With a
in its ,.uditorium.
Even more basic to a library capacity of 500, only one third of
tha n its seating capacity is its the on campus population can
books.
According to the see a performance at a given
Barron's Guide. the book per time.
undergraduate ratio of 500 to I
The need for a larger
signifies an outstanding library; auditorium was evidenced twice
a ratio of 300 to I. a su perior in the last week. First for the
library; a ZOO to 1 ratio is an mQvie ' Blazing SaddJe ' a nd
adequ te Itbr . ,and: a ratio of again for Campus Fames. W hy
50 to I is an inferior library. The wasn't the auditorium built to
library no w has 80,000 volumes, seat more resident students?
but assu ming it was filled to its
100,000 volume capacity. there Computer Center
would o nly be a 38 to I ratio for
Most students who have take n.
the 2600 undergraduate
Introduction to Data Processing
students.
w1
'·J.::.!'fl
- e on one aspect 0 f t he
'fl J..
agr
Student Center
. ~ cou·~se-; 'g etting a terminal was
The student center is the most difficult part sf the
notorialUs for its lack of space at course. The likely cause for this
mixer.s . , E>ancing is cramped and is that there are only six
viewing the band is a tough job.
terminals. With about one-third
Since the Center only has a of a freshman class taking the
capacity of 750, simple course, is obvious the terminal to
arithmetic shows that 750 is less
student ratio is unbalanced.
t han 1400.
.. It is no big surprise thai tne
Country Comfort
computer center received the Big
The Country Comfort was Screw A ward this year with little
designated as the "cozy" corner competition.
of Bryant, where students could
get together in an intimate
New Dormitories?
atmosphere. Perhaps because of
the rejection of the Student
The number of triples last
Center. the Comfort is heavily
semester indicates a need for
used, as evidenced by the lines
additional on campus housing.
which are present on weekends
Can the Unistructure facilitate
or special occasions (such as
the ·needs of more resident

r

Photo by Sean McNamee

students once the new dorms are
completed?
The library, student center,
Country Comfort, auditorium.
and computer center are
inadequate now . The. gym and
the cafeteria services are
approaching this point. It would
seem that the obvious thing to do
would be to patch up the hole in
our boat rather add a cabin.
Bryant may be the most
beautiful boat to live in, but its
taking on water fast.
Miscellaneous
SAGA; that word has a lot of
negative connotations. Food,
which on occasion was not quite
up to par, and service that
frequently cause long lines ar'e
common criticisms . In general,
though, SAGA does a proficient
jo b.
The gym. in pro portion to it
size is · b ne of the ' most
inadequate faciliti~ on campus .
Anyone who has frequented the
weight room will attest to that.
However, with a little bit of
pat ience, one can find something
to db.

An Afternoon with
Mrs. O'Hara
By Jayne Morris .,

Before Rhode Island was
immobilized by this fluffy white
stuff, an Archway photographer
and I took a stroll down Jacobs
Drive for a chat with Mrs.
O'Hara. First, we were shown
the home, which is modern in
design and decor. The
atmosphere was pleasant and
relaxed.
As we sat down on soft,
comfortable chairs in the living
room, the interview began with
Mrs. O'Hara talking about
herself as we sipped tea. She is a
graduate of Connecticut State
College with a Bachelor's degree
in Education and a Master's ir:
Special Education at Southerr:
Connecticut State. She spent
some time teaching retarded
children in Newburg, NY at St.
Mary's College, but is not
presently teaching.
Mrs. O'Hara is involved with
the Bryant Women's Assoc
iation and hosts many dinner
parties. She is also taking
quilting and crewel embroidery
classes. For physical activity, she
enjoys tennis and bicycling. Mrs.
O'Hara describes herself as "a
liberated homebody." She loves
to cook and is very talented at
flower and plant arrangements
as evidenced by the many spots
of greenery throughout the
house.
She has had the opportul'ity
to see other cultures which she
finds very enjoyable through her
travels to Russia ( enningrad
and Moscow), the Middle East,
Europe, and some parts of the
Midwest.
Despite how some feel, Mrs.
O'Hara does not consider the
campus to be isolated, but finds
it very beautiful, especially the

sunsets. She thinks Providence
has a lot to offer in the way of
movit:s, plays at Trinity Square,
symphonies, and activities at the
Civic Center. She thinks
students should expand their
interests and get better
acquainted with the city.

Pho/U by J. w.

Since Mrs. O'Hara attends
Mass every week, she is able to
talk with students, whom she
finds to be "warm and
open ...always willing to talk ... "
She is very interested in student's
oplOlOns about the college.
feeling that students are
beginning to identify with it as
their college. Mrs. O'Hara
herself has very positive feelings
towards the school, stating that
what we have at Bryant is good
and "we can build on that."
We had an opportunity to
meet the O'Hara's dog,
"Pepper", before leaving. He is a
frequent visitor to the
townhouses. We bade goodbye
to the President's wife and
walked off into another glorious
Bryant su':!set.

Brycol 'Elections
Continue ...
Brycol Student Services
Foundation, Inc. is currently in
the process of electing five new
members to the organization's
Board of Directors . The
application deadline has been
extended until Thursday, Feb.
16 because of the ill weather;
application forms are available
at the Mowry House (two doors
over from the Comfort). The
applicants will be evaluated and
voted on by the current members
of the board. probably this
Friday. The positions are open
to all interested students

Bryantonians found a \'arietr of
ways to amuse themselves while
snowbound this past u·eek. Here.
two students who found d!rfere11l
high.
Student Senator Keith Mahler J. W. wars of

Jay Metzger's Almost Easy to Follow Instructions for Snow Sculpture
As of you were aware, the Snow Sculpture Contest was held last
Wednesday. The Snow Bunny sculpted by APK won theevent. Now,
for those of you who could not enter, and will be here for next year's
contest; I have put together the following list of instructions that will
ass ure you that winning entry. Read them carefully, and happy
sculpting!
I) Gather together a group of willing and able friends . Trying to
recru it people who don't like you is not only stupid, but could be met
with minor resistance.
2) Find a spot where there is snow. Anybody who does not follow
this step is either seeing things, or has magical powers. If the latter be
the case, I think we can do business.
3) Upon finding the choice location, come up with a brilliant idea for
your sculpture.
4) If no one can come up with a brilliant idea, do not go away
dejected . Just copy the group nearest you .
5) Upon completion of Step 3 or 4 collect snow and shape it into

rough outline of sculpture. If snow is not readily available, again tne
group nearest you will supply you with the solution: steal their snow.
This process is illustrated in my booklet "Jay Metzger's Sure-Fire
Instuctions For Stealing Snow," for only $10.95.
6) Now that the rough shaping is completed (It is done. isn't it'l).
carefully mold your sculpture into its finished form. Remember. this
step is crucial, so don't let everyone help. Only the most trusted
members should continue. Everyone else should tactfully get the old
Heave-Ho. Of course, when this happens. your circle of friends will
diminish. But winners lose all their friends.
7) After completion of step six. stand back and appreciate your
work . Try to avoid pointing out a mistake only someone with a
P.H.D. could notice.
8) Worry until your sick. about whether you've won or not.
9) This one is left to your judgement.
I hope that these instructions wil! give you the edge needed to win.
The instructions may be torn out and saved; but you must act now!
This offer WILL NOT be repeated! So act now!

---:============::::~--' ---------------
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************ Stranded Faculty Join Us ********~***
Perspectives
W.inter· 1978

Adrift At Bryant College
By Asst. Prof. E.J.Gurry
The February 6th storm
occasionc:d a new experience
fo r many faculty members.
Inundated with approximately
two feet of snow, the writer
found himself sheathed with t-he
spirit of collegiality. What does a
profes~or do for these several
days') Does Que prepare for
future c1as 'cs to help the
~ttldents
master the subject
matter? How does one acclimate
to th e s ilual ion of being
maroo n d on Smithfield!
Perhaps the answers to these
questions ma y best be addressed
by an accounting of selected
happenings,
Day I was Monday
Having met with four classes
from 8AM through 2PM, the
writer attempted to brave the
howling winds and the several
inches of snow and get to the
automobile to travel home 1.0
Massachusetts. Upon arribal at
the snowficld-a-Ia-parking lot,
surprise. surprise, there was
another faculty member's car
dead stalled in front of mine.
Completely
enveloped ' with
snow, I returned to the Rotunda
to be greeted by eight other
colleagues. I called h ome to
in fo r m m y wife D ony t hat I was
slay ing at Brya nt and wis hed her
well. I called Security to obtain a
cot. Low and behold it was an
America n Red Cl OSS white
canvas cot of World War I fame.
Security had promised a blanket
and pillow once the warehouse
storage area had been plowed.
(Thursday at 9 a.m. this latter
area still was inaccessible.)
Day 2 was Tuesday
Welcome to Smithfield and
the SAGA of Bryant College
food service. Breakfast, lunch,
and dinner were so eventful, that

the specific courses shall remain
nameless. Various students in
Dorm 12 and Dorm I offered
their hospitality. A place to sleep
lind enjoy the convenience of
Bryant College living. Sevcral
members of Townhouse G-I
off red their accomodations
whic h ere accepted . A warm
habitat w it h a co m fo rt a ble bed
and the opportunity to play
PITC H with two accounting
major~. a finance majo r, and
occasiona l! ' a c riminial ju~ t ice
(JP) aspirant were experienced.
The SAGA of purchased
cafeteria food continued
throughout the day, The liquid
diet of Townhousc commar
ad eric was also witnessed.
A commuter experiences the
warm friendliness of on
campusers. A blanket is offered
as well.
Day 3 was Wednesday
Dig-out one's car - inside the
engine as well as outside .
Attempted to master the ability
to type four letters in a four-hour
period. Breakfast and enjoyable
communications wit h colleagues
and students.
During the day, preparation
of material s f o r four
unde rgr a d uatc cl asses cont
inued . Various strategies were
envisioned to maximize the
re ll! aining
lass t im
I hi : .
'emcSter.
At the rate the snow 'is being
removed, classes before next
Wednesday does not a ppear to
be reasonable. Viewed the snow
sculptures created be fifteen
erudite segments of thc Bryant
campus community. Each entry
reflected the ingenuify of its
creator. These edificies remain
as a physical monument of the
creative uses of snow.

HI' Gaydla Latlglois

~

In the evening the vanous
skits were performed by the
respective fraternity of sorority.
The dating game never looked so
good.
Hi-Ho was a very
welcomed relief to the captive
environment of the U nistruc
ture.
D ay 4 was Thursda)'
Snow removal ope rations
t;;gan in full force as several
pieces of heavy equipment
arri cd o n c ampus. The
assistance provided by the
snowbound residents was
immeasurable. They all helped
move cars, which were buried in
snow, to the cleared parking lot.
A measure of mobility was
achieved. At least my car still
functions. It would be nice to be
able to get home before
Saturday.
The Snow Queen contest was
held in the auditorium to the
delight of many and the judges in ,
particular.
The writer Wil~. :.lVited to play ,
PITCH with the renowned
threesome of Joe, Bob, and Tim
at Townhouse G-I. Imagine an
accounting major keeping
inaccurate scores. Whatever
happened to "present value"
accounting?
Day 5 was Friday
Having fin ished a laund ry . t he
writer, by habit, put on IUs
overcoat and simultaneollsly
took out my keys as though I
could ,leave and get off campus
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The Scene at Home
Fuel oil is running critically
s.hort; my wife is snowbound
with our two sons, Sean and
Darren; food is also critically
short in supply.
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Bryant Blizzard--Faculty Style
By Mary Lyons

Monday
Milestones
The ten of us measured
milestones very literally at first-
initially in inches. eventually in
feet -- as the wind piled snow
against the unistructure. We
listened to WEAN to hear more
figures -- snow accumulation.
wind velocity -- and the human
statistics -- the number of snow
refugees and sadly. the number
of storm victims.

of us took up residence in the
townhouses and the dorms.

Tuesday

Milestones
All the measures of the night
before were meaningless.
Snowdrifts 15 feet high blocked
the windows on the west side of
the Rotunda and completely
filled in the ramp leading to the
east entrance. Students
discovered us in the dining hall
and overwhrlmed us with offers
of hospitality,
The BOQ
Vignettes
benefitted with blankets, cots,
Phones rang in locked offices
and even pillows.
as families tried to reach faculty
I worked on Bryant's ncw'
we knew had left 5 and (i hours
daily. 'Winter Week.' Ed Aptt
earlier. We called other fa culty
hel pcd organilc Operation Dig
members and heard only slightly
o ut and t he rs of us attended a
differing versions of the same
meeting to he lp plan student
odys~cy -- hours in stalied traffic.
activities for the long week
abandoned cars. and treks to
ahead.
home or to shclters, And we
Vignettes
e xchanged our own stories
Joe I1acqua, now Joe College
about how far each of us had
in his new Bryant Sweatshirt,
gone before we turned back, We
tried his had at l'U b reporting,
seemed to ha ve made the right ' Peter Mini was heard to remark.
decision,
;
' I left Napes for this'?' And Leger
)"he Rotunda office area became
Morrison looked impeccable in
an impromptu BOQ and others
his gray suit and silk tie.

Wednesday
Milestones
The snow and wind finally
relented, leaving behind an
incredibly beautiful winter
wonderland.
Three of us
ventured through drifts to find
Route 7 clear and O'Brien's open
for morning coffee.
Students
were more adventurous. hiking
all the way to Mac's. Opcration
Dig-out began with the first
squadron of what became an
army of students. shovelling
paths and freeing exits and
hydrants.
Other students
relieved exhausted SAGA
workers and unloaded the two
bread truck~ t h at had
miraculously made a delivery to
campus.
Vignettes
Tod!!y was the day we became
managers and judges, Mickey
Perlow fulfilled a life-long
ambition and assumed full'
charge of the gym. Peter Mi n i
volunteered Frank Rapuano as
judge of the raucus Campus
Follies because he. Peter.
claimed not to understand

American humor. (M ickey
Perlow and Ralph Cari'ini,
unfortunately did and were
recruited, too.) Ed Gurry and I
helped judge a rabbit, a VW and
a john; winners of a snow
sculpture contest. And Leger
Morrison looked impeccable in
his gray suit and silk tie.

Thursday
Milestones
By now we had reached a
mindset where day had neither
names nor numbers . Neverthe
less, this was the day Sm it h fie ld
Peat arrived
to impemeni
Operation Dig-out in ea rnes t.
Five-to n t leks . pay loa ders a nd
jeeps cleared the north I n s wh ile
students d ug ou t a lid mo ved cars
from the d orm areas . By
nightfall the job was a lm o· t ha lf
done ,
Another f od truck
arri ved; anot he r hum an chai n
unloaded it.
Ali the SAG A
myths werc revealed. (Yes. it is
turkey loaf. not rea l turkey. and
the f amburg patties come.
curiously, from Wisconsin.
Amqica's dairyland.)

Vignettes
Gaytha Langlois and Joe
I1acqua volunteered to judge a
guaranteed ('1) non-sexist Snow
Queen contest, which the rest of
us attended.
And Leger
Morrison looked impeccable in
his gray suit and silk tie.

Friday
Milestones
And now we are fi\'e, T he
others either hitched or hiked or,
armed wit h Iettc:rs fro m the
College. drove homc. Bryan t
c~rtainly has be 11 hos p itab le.
but there is no p lace Irke home.
Operation Di g-nu i ' jm t nh,)u t
complete. fi nd thl. I '.,t of u. have
h igh ho-p t:~ fiJI t m orro ,\ .
Vignettes
. t udc nls no w seem to accept
us -is part of t he Bryant
re iden tial scene -- art nol
surp ri~ ed 10 see u. a nd n lunger
ask:A re yOll ti ll here')' ' \\ inte t
Week' h3
even schcdul'd
lac u lt ~ s em inar~ tent a ti \c(\ Inr
tom orrow, And Leger \11 orr ison
s till look s impeccable in hI gra~
suit and silk tie.
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Aftermath
By Jay Metzger

Dc(Ucatcd to those who
have worked so hard d uring
Operation Dig -Out
As I sit here, peering aut at the peaceful.
blue sky, I can·t help bot recall the furv
we had endured.
It had been like hell.
The wind pounded the campus In a merciless
rvthym.
Swirling snow ran sw lft:ly to places of shelter
through open doors.
Mast of It died. though. and came to rest 0 11 top
of other fallen comrades.
I remember looking vut my window. searching for
a sign of reiief.
But my search ended il1 reluctant failure.
People made valiant attempts to reach a secret
destination.
Most were forced to turn back tired. and beaten.
I resigned myself to sleep. hoping that I may
see the brilliant sun when I awake.

Photo b l' Fran £rbo
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We fought with blindness for our physical safeey, the
desire overwhelming the pain and fatigue.
Ae-inforcements helplessly stood on the side, pleading
that the wearv troops rest and ~at.
But in turn, they were attacked and driven
back
Oniy when did the bady no longer resPonded to the
cries of their emotion to fiQht on, did others
-'
.
join the fight.
When I managed to get in. my mind shut the dear
vn everything but the will to fight, and win.
I became obsessed with beating the enemy, till
nothing else mattered.
My body screamed in agony, but he cries went off
into the :lir unheeded.
I shunned relief. continually thrusting mv weapon
Into the enemy's hecrt, till he was deed.
Around me. I could see others enduring the torture
beating on their bodies, spurred on by an unknown
force whipping them to continue.
Some could not go on. and they dragged their corpses
to shelter for medicine.
From far chead, a cheer went up.
We had won!
The enemy had been killed, and forced to retreat.
Ever1,lone praised each other for a job well done.
The troops marched back for home.
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Me amet

But that had been yesterday, and the day
before.
Now. in fact. the sun had raised itself to its
lost pinnacle of power.
It spread its Iife-glvlng rOl,ls all about the
stricken area.
I awoke with a new sense of purpose. a new
will to survive.
But there was a job to be done. a job that
was vital to our survival.
I prepared myself for the battle.
Joining my colleagues at headquarters, the general
gave out our instructions.
With unparrallelled determination, our platoon
marched out to meet the enemy.
Each step added fuel to our will , our eyes were
lit In the flame of anger.
We reached our line, and began to make ready.
Each weapon was cacked In the soldiers firm grip.
Then one began to attock; the bottle had begun.
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The march back home seemed like a war in Itself to me.
My body's screams of pain and fatigue finally reached
my mind.
Everv bone and muscle had to be coaxed to go
just one more step.
My weapon hod become a hindrance.and I dragged
It angrily.
But finally home was In sight. and spirits began
to rise.
We fell inside, staggering to get some medicine
for our ills.
"Victorv never tasted better," I thought, and I
welcomed it with open arms.
The pain was gone, replaced with Joy and satisfaction.
I left for my room with the feeling of being abl~
to conquer all. Just by myself.

U
T

I sit here recovering, watching all the
people make their memorials to Mother Nature.
Their hands shoping, faces etched in awe of
all the damage still cluttered about.
Others, search desparately for their cars, but find
only antennas as headstones. mari<ing the burial site
of their possession.
Some began the task of digging out, others turn
around In disgust and sadness.
Some hold cameras, trving to capture a scene
for their memories.
A scene to which they will show their offspring
and say, " I was there."
And In one of the pictures. there will be troops
fighting the enemy with overwhelming desire.
their bodies..._.........
NOW

Photo by Fran £rbo

Photo by Fran Erho
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*# My Dearest Scott-
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Happy
Valentines Day, enjoy the rest of
pledging. - With all my love,
Freddie

Mom & Herky- Hap py
Valentine's Day! Hope you
enjoyed the snow. - Love, Karen

Lori,

~ometimes even someone as
creative as I, can't think of words
to describe someone as unique as
you. Have a Very Happy
Valentines Day.
Backgammon Wizard

Gerri
I'm tellin' about Saturday
night!!! Happy Valentine's Day
with a red carnation.
Your fellow But-person

'\

Beth, Betty, B.A.G.8.W- Will
you be my Valentine? Our first.
Joanna,
Rides, Stars, Golf Course, Falls,
Trips, Talks, Dustin, Ashly, they
Hopefully
no more, just hold t
all mean sooo much to me! 8
months, 25 day:;: - it's been pretty
damn excellent! The numbers Karen,
Jay, I mean really if this is the
5/20-21/77, 12(9/7/17....
Until you prove to be better.
'f"
only way that we are going to get
Peace - I LOVE YOU
the Pinball Princess will be your
a Valentine, might as well. Have
'I(.
a Very Happy Valentine's Day.
til tie.
Ed 8.- Come down to earth and
Pinball Queen
Take good care of yourself and
enjoy Valentine's Day.
find some really nice girl to take
Bev
care of you.
Stop
Cindy,
Joyce, Thanks for being the
.S#
Friend always.
that
f
Someone had to take the
great roommate that you are.
;
Cindy
no good
responsibility of sending you a
Love, Ellen
VaJentine's
Valentine. I drew the short
straw, so here I am writing you
Carol BabyP.H.-You're a great person! We
this personal.
I promise to be more civil in
had some good times (shoveling
is roaring
An EXTREMELY Happy
the future, at least in pUblic.
out my car). Hope to have many
, 'wondero lls
Valentines Day and may you
Happy Valentine's Day.
more!
find a really nice boy to take care
times in the
The Apprentice
With lots of love,
JINeverthless,
of you.
short stuff
Laurie.
The Poet
o:ther advent
Take it easy on Joanna as a
love you and
personal favor for me.
Love always,
Dear Marcy, Linda, Cathy, and
Happy Valentines's Day to our
You Know Who
Liz--sorry that I have not been
P.S. Happy S
neighbors in A-2.
home at all in the past few days.
Day
What can I say, I really don't
Terry S.-will I ever see you
have a very good excuse ... please
again, or does Kapp Tau have
To Drumm and Cow Eyes!
forgive me, 1 will be home soon.
you for keeps? Much love c.8.
Happy Valenti ne' Day
Have a Very Happy Valentines
Love, Hum (Peter Puck!)
Day. Much love, Cindy
JaneKatie
Can't you hold your coffee in?
When you're down, you've got
Happy Valentine's Day.
Donna, Darlene , Ellen,and
Happy Valentine's Day.
\
a
friend.
Drac
"The Prez"
Jayne,
From the Civic Center to our
Dearest
Davidgym, be my Valentine; but only Mr. Chips,
Now that I know how much you
I Love You.
~* one at a time please.
really
care,
Boots
A Fan
I can truely share
my deepest thoughts with you.
I
Love You,
To my own C.B.- You have given
Happy Valentine's Day and
me a lot in the past four years
Happy Early Birthday.
that I have known. I miss you so
Love Forever and Ever. Lori
much while you are gone.
Cfo You, My Valentine
Much love, Donna
JoyceI promise to sit with you next
By Ja y Mrlzger
time at dinner. Happy
Brian- You are my Valentines
A Summer's day is In filII bloom, itl this peaceful
Valentine's Day.
in 1978 and for eternity. Happy
world.
****
Dennis
10th! - I love you, Your star,
'fhe breeze whispeT5 its sweet song of love, as trw
Sher.
P.S. We never what'?
dance on a ground of emolion ,
Tim and Ray- Being friends Wltn P.P.R.
Somelhillg insid,' jolted Ilim oul oJ IllS dream ,
All around, thm is tranquility and harmony.
you has really meant a lot to us . I'm so excited
Now h.. I,~)kc,j al lite .~tark ldllle .<fIOW bllrying
:\ "'lIpic lm/b dln'"gll Ih( pill"lI' ,,<IJI ,l(r<lS~ tlr»l
We will miss you next year, but brother but It'll
Ihe (ampU S
HI tlnH .
will
remember you always. banquet. H
Fcu' f'Ct>pl" mild.. rlleir 14'IIy rllTllugh parll; .III,/! ,1141
TIl,lr (V,' ' .'p(,lkml( ,/ 1,lIIglltl,I(' kiJ"It '11 l'tl/\'
Happy Valentine's Day! - Love Day.
I he do\' brf<'re
It' dl(/Il
Ronni & Karen
His njJ.(li(l/I ill Ihe window began to take dK
Th(\' "r, Itl ,/ lu'rl,j ,r"lle,1 hI' Ihor 1,lJ',' .I;,r
Jorm (II <l girl
Kathy- I often lh
,,j.l, "dlt"r
He ("lIldn 'l make Ollt lite vague ollt/illf, but il
the (Jay we met,
1',111'111,1( ,,~' tl Ir,(, I" I"kf\ J pOIkllI/( rnllt1
.,umcd 10 /Ieekcm him ,
That weekend
III, r",kt'l
Calling him back to the world in his dream ,
special
\Viil, tI ""de. Ill' hel(lJI' I·JIIIIII1.~ .I ""tlri "II Ih..
Watllin,i( 10 walk Ihrough Ihe pillow soJt grllSS
One of my best
"lIIl'tlS "I' b"rk
wilh 111m.
So in the ARCH
She kll(llt ,.\ 111\ d(tl , tllla " I»If' (l 'ell , 1" ,<,'1' (" IIIIt1
EV(IIluaily (IIrvlI1g the hrarl to wmplw tilt bond ,
. To you .I'd like
ill I,willl( tlfpl'll""1.
He looked at the rejlecli'IH tlS il faded 10 be
Have a Happy
T'~i("lh(r . Ih(\' "',"1'1",. rllt'I,. illiutll, 1II~"j, Ih( ,,(tll'l
rrpLl.:ed by hi" own ,
Love
\VIICtI rI" Itlsl lelia" "In 'd, 11t( b(lll.1 " .-,'mplel d ,m.1
KI;sing his hand. he placed il Oil the window and
d'n' ki\'
whispmd ,

*
*'
*''**'

***
**
~

~

\,..

\

**

**

Thcy W</lk off Inlll Illl sun '.1 w41Iin.i( arms, that camt
t" lolkt Ihem 4f 10 Ihe lalld oJ I"lle,
The heart will remllin I,'m'r,.; a laslin.!: memorial 10
tW() people 14~/(I J"und their lilrimatr happincss in
rach ()lhc'r ,

~*

"'To YOIl , tIly Val£l1line , "
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DebbyPlease take care of Dennis for
me, he's a good plant. Happy
Valentine's Day.
#11- Happy
Drac

~~'"?r

.J/r.ifr'"

~*

Tommy C.
V I .
a entme's Day! From the girl
with the picture on her desk.
All my love, Your Secrct
Admirer

:JI

Geee- Happy Valentine's Day.
Love, Larry C.
Happy Valentine to Indian.
Love, Your Squaw

hands

C

gla ses

Terry S .- I miss ya', cutes!!! Yes,
I'll wait. Ya' see, I think I'm
falling.
Much love, Cathy

D.O'C.

Bove- Have a Happy Valentines
Day - Nancy

an- Your Tiger
wa y to spend a
kend . No wild
ield this trip.
sure we'll fmd
! By the way, I
see you soon. -

Jayne,
It was an honor to fill this
space for you. Happy Valentines
Day.
Filler Specialist

o
ond Valentines

L.; George
<

j

- My girlfriend and
BUDDY. I'm pointing to my
cheek - will you take care of the
little boy? Peace - Buddy

To My Favorite Answering
Service - Y ou're the best
roommate a girls boyfirend ever
had! Thanks for everything.Love, Sue

I. Cindy
M .. .
I were with you now,
o more weeks! Won't you
Valentine.
Love C.B.

Nancy 8.
This past year with the big "BN
wo uldn't have been the same
without you. Ha'ppy Valentine's
Day.
Dennis

yet.
Y personal
ay
..ntine's Day.
OUr partne**

**

~

*

****

~/k

Jk*

~/k

*-7'~***

.

~
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*..*
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*

Beth- 1 couldn't find any decent
cards appropriate for you, so I'm
ending you my wishes for a
Happy Valentine's Day here in
the ARCHWAY.

George- Happy Valentine's Day!
My stars are doing excellent job.
I've really enjoyed our I yr. , 6
months and 4 days together. I
love you!
Debbie

*\
**

***
'**
it
'***tt

**
*
*

**

**
*****
**
**
**

**
*'**

*** .

**

t

J.P. Morgan-As we've grown
increasingly close these past few
months, you've become the most
important part of my life. I'll
always be there ..I love you.
Xavier

**

something

*

To all my friends.
You mean alot to me and it'll
be a great semester together.
Love, Gigglepuss.

Jaime- I have had many gooo
times with you, I do hope there
will be many more. I think a lot
of you.
Much love, Donna

**Jk*
**
**

of you and

.

CindyYou're getting worse than the
infamous Lynnda. Happy
Valentine's Day.
Your Production Manager

Love. Karen

DenDen

*..lor
~

Melvin- Happy Valentine's Day
- Too bad nobody can get your
name right - Your Intermediate
Class at P.c.

~

John D.,
Your timing is the absolute
worst on this campus.
The Operator

To my summer mate- I can no
longer consider you a "tourist".
You care too much about the
island and its people. See you
this summer.
Much love, Donna

Dear Bob- Happy Valentine's
Day! I love you with all my
heart.

ut being your
akward at the
Valentine'S

To Joy In C-2
Happy Valentine's Day
from the girl who
doesn't know how
to have fun!!!!????
caught the drift! I guess R.t.
(Cranston) girls aren't like
Calfornia (San Fransico)
girls!!!!

Deni!;e M.- I think you're cute
You're so divine.
Won't you be my valentine.

Debbie B. - My girl-friend 
point to your cheek again ... .and
again .... and again ... HA! Happy
Valentine's Day!
Fran

f- Thanks so
n this paper
!!! Have a
nli nes Day
c are of

**t:

J.W.-You are too muchapartof
my life to be considered just a
friend. You are and always will
be a special person to m~.
With much love,
"the cat"

Super SenatorPlease, no more rides to
Boston at 7:30 a.m . Happy
Valentine's Day.
B.M.O.C.

Zj
a round with
blonde, she's
Happy

****'****

KathiTheata is Red
Your eyes are blue
Nothing can be said
But I love you!!!
_ Love, Soup

Lynne - Happy Valentine's Day
to someone special. Let's enjoy
our remaining time together.
Love, Morris

George - Hey Girl, the design on
this page reminds me of the
esign I did on the golf course remember'!
LOVE YOU - know it!
F .J .E.

)
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By Ed Kasinskas
Two weeks ago the Midwest
was hit wit h a maior blizza rd
wh ic h str an d ed - over 200
moto rists in O hio alone. State of
emergencie were declared in
many stale: and ' n w rifts
prod uced y 80 mile-an-hour
wind s reached 1 feet in dep th.
W all ~ a ~ n ws foot ge of the
bl iua rd a nd wo nde red h w it
would fee l lo be III that situatIOn.
LillIe d id we kno w that tht; wo rst
storm in r corded hi ,to ry wa '
bearing down nus.
A.1 uitemate. Bill Eb ric. a nd
I left 8rva l at 1 ~ :3o. Monday
afte rnoo~ to d o a few errand s i~
P rovi encc. fhe SLO rm bad J u~ t
cltu n and n VIng
ndit io ns
did not seem too bad. We gave
ourselves t We) ho urs to get
ever. t hing done and return
before the heavy snow fell.
On ou r way to Providence on
route 146 out h. we a w many
ca r!> on the 'ide of the road in the
no rth bo und la ne . One was up
o n to p of a fou r foot snowbank.
We
o nti nu ed on a nd
accom pl ished everythi ng we had
pla nned to by 2 p.m. a nd began
ou r return trip.
By now the streets downtown
were in poor shape and riding in
a car wit hout snow tires did not
help our situation. The first
p lace we got stuck was on Pine
Street. It took four strangers to
get us up the hill. Was this a
foreshadowing of things to
come? We rea li2ed it would take
longer to get back than we had
anticipated, so while Bill was
stuck in slow-moving traffic I
ran to a pay phone to ca ll up our
u ile. When I go t back I fo und
tha t Bill had moved up only a
few car lengths.
After 45 minutes we were on
ro ute 95 north. The traffic was
moving at a slow clip and
compared to the previous half
hour. we were making excellent
time. We drove onto route 146
no rth and this is where we ran
into the first bottleneck. About a
half mile up the road there was
an accident involving two cars.
No one seemed hurt as we drove
by . Meanwhile the snow
.ontinued to fa ll un a ba ted. We..
hoped to return by nightfall.
Some of the drivers weren't
very considerate. To move just a
few feet in the traffic, they'd pull
out in front of us without
signaling. This pleased us to no
end beca use we had to stop to let
them in, a nd we feared getting
slu.ck every time we stopped.
Somehow we kept out patience
and listen to tapes to pass the
time.
We will look at the Branch
Avenue exit sign with fond
memories. Between 3:40 and
4:40, we moved exactly a half
mile. The thought occured to us
that we might not reach Bryant
that night. Through the drifting
snow I spotted the sign for
Haxton's Liquor and Star
Market. Drawing upon my
winter survival article, I.
volunteered to go get some food
becuase we were getting hungry
and we didn't know what lay
ahead.
Walking through knee-high
drifts I made my way down an
em barkment, got onto Branch
Avenue and went to the food
store. I bo ught some sandwich

•

meal , soda,
bread, candy, but it was still hard to see for a long time.
',[he chu rc h hall was filled with
do nu ts and a magazine a nd anything d early. The stalled
The predicament we were in strangers all sh ring the same
retu rned to the car. I d idn't have tractor trailer trucks were j ust wa n't fu nny an more. yet we
fate--a night away fro m bome
to w IT_ about ne m ing car ' . had ows on a .:u rtain of \ fy hite. 1 had bursts of laughter out of and their lovell ones. Stranger.
when I cro ' ed 146 soulh was stopped occasionally y boredom and the unreality of the
frem ali wa lks of life-from
because all traffic was moving people in their car wanting to situation Why d id w leave
busmessmen in thre piece su it
no rth. The ca r wasn't too hard to know what was up a head . I to ld campus in the firs t place'! We 1O the eJderly' students, babies
find . We were till in the same them t hat there were two big rigs hstened to the radio , but the and a dog. W~ drank someth ing
va rm and started to tb w out.
place-- t \ 0 ca rs behind a B & W blocking the road nea r the exit new wasn 't good . We had to
[rae or t railer.
ramp and beyond them the road make . decision-- t stay or We c)a ime!1 a ' pot 0 • the Ooorin
We made ~ ome sa ndwiche' 100 ed d e r. The~ were th
lea . We cou l n't r un the car aii
t he
rna and watched 'ome
night \0 k ep warm. Bill ran the TV . Soup an sandwic es were
and kept the ,eat cold Y beginning of t h line of ·taJle
placlOg it on the roof of the car. ..cars which . tretched as far as ont
molor for fi fteen minutes: tben served a those arriving at the
We were beginning to run ut of co uld imagine. One yo ung lady he shut it off for fifteen m inutes , shelter and the firemen . We left a
tape to Ii Ie t l>0 we t urned on asked me to get her if we decided To pass tbe time we re on e to
mes age for tbe sUIte with n
the radio . W e had made o rne to leave and seek a belter pi ymg b' ngman. We decided to
man \ho ai
'he would
progre s bu t by 6 p.m. we o nce because she was frightened and stick it out until I I p.m.
mak Ih . ~ 11 for us. An ho ur
agai n were a lrn o~ t moti onless, alone.
t
p.m . we saw
meone
ate r. 'he notifIed us tba t t he call
Ca rs and vans were stuck in both
Trying to find the car was like co ming wwa rd s us with a went thro ugh.
t nes and some ca l' were iooking fo r a need le in a ila hlight. I rolled down my
Aft er tht: II o'cl ock news we
nlOn ing out of gas. Luckily, we haystack. They all looked the Wind ow to ask what was going went to another pa r of the hall
began the day with a full tank . same covered with ,now. It was
n. Be was a fireman from
which wa Ie
crowded and
We were in good shape in that hard to tell jf their occupa nts "lorth P rovidence look in g fo r stretched \Jut o n ur blanket .
were still inside. Some of the stranded motorists, and he The cold ca m up thro ugh the
department or a while.
Now we knew how the people trucks I didn't remember passing suggested very strongly that we floor , and with the people
10 Ohio felt strand ed on the on my way up and panic gripped
go to a chur h on Mincn l talk ing and t w T 's on, it
high ay. We were in the midst of me momentarily. What if I S prings where an emergency looked dl> though we would
a : ea of stalled cars with the couldn't find Bill? I crossed back
helter was set up. Neither of the ne er ge t to sleep. There were
dri fts coming up to the guard into Providence. and I still didn't two men in the car behind us or about 300 people in the shelteT,
rails along the side of the road. recognize anything. Just as I was in the truck came with us .
orne playing card ~ in sma ll
The windows were freezing up about to give up hope, I saw a car
So taking some food and a grou ps, others sitting a lone.
and we were beginning to get with its lights on. Someone blanket, we made our way
One of the volu nteer leaders,
bored and giddy. Around 6:45 rolled down the window and through the blizzard conditions
Mr. Ric h a r d R e nd i n e,
traffic again was at a complete said, "Ed, am I glad to see you!" accompanied by the fireman.
announced that the church was
standstill. Many people were He had almost given up hope for Once again I missed the exit open for people who wa nted to
already abandoning their cars me.
ramp. Bill was wrapped up in the sleep in the pews or on the
while - others sat with their
"Billy!" I cried, and I hugged blanket to keep warm. I a sked carpeted floor. Ma ny people
motors off to save gas.
the car I was so happy. Upon the fireman about the girl I was went upstairs, and we fo ll owed
Our position was about 500 - getting into the car I noticed that supposed to get, and he said she when the rush was over. It Was
yards south of the Providence- the backend of the car was only a already left fo r t be shelter. After much qu ieter upstairs. and t he
North Providence townline . We few inches away from the B and t wenty mi nutes we were in the carpet loo ked m ore inviting than
could barely make out the sign a W truck. He wasn't going basement of the C hurch of the the fl oor so we decided to bri ng
up our belongings.
we sat in the car because of the anyplace and neither were we-- Presentation.
dr~ing snow. I dec~ed to try
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
walking to Mineral Springs
Avenue to see what was holding
up traffi c. I told Bill to give me
an hour. Bundling up , I was
ready to face the unknown .
In trying to walk through the
sti nging snow in drifts up to my
knees betweenaba~donded
vehicles, I could see how people
die from exposure when they
leave their cars to go for help.
There was something inside me
which forced me to plow on even
though I knew it was a bad idea.
I got snow blinded a few times.
I had to walk backwards with my
back to the wind ; the snow hurt
so bad as it Stung my exposed
skin. I went right past the exit
ramp because it was already
blocked off by a snow drift. It
was only after I sa w some cars on
the ramp with their lights on that
I found it. Mineral Springs
Avenue was in bad shape as I
imagined all roads in the
Northeast were. I went into the
Stop and Shop to warm up and
to call the suite. There was no
way we were returning to
Bryant. People were being told
to get their cars off the road and
s\jrring
to go to the shelter set up in the
local firehouse.
Meanwhile, Bill was in the cal
praying that I come back alive
I~s\arrlt&
He had moved a few feet while.
AMEl BROOKS FILM· Produced and Directed by MEL BROOKS
was gone, and he was afraid that
I woulCln't recognize the car. If I
Wlinen by MEL BROOKS· RON CLARK· RUDY DeLUCA· BARRY LEVINSON· Music by JOHN MORRIS
didn't return by eight, he was
ColO! by flLUX(® MINI AN AC£ PAP£R8ACK
going to come out looking for
Mit FROM "HIIiH AIIllnr AVAIlABlE 011 ElEKTlIA/ASYlUM REtORDS & TAPES.'
~
me. He didn't want to leave the
1971 20TH CENTURY-FOX
®
car because he feared that we
. would pass each other in the
storm.
After talking to the suite, I
made the 25 minute trek back to
Check your local newspaper for theatre listing
the car. The walk wasn't as b&d
now with the wind at my back,

M EL BROOKS·

MADELINE KAHN •CLORIS LEACHMAN· HARVEY KORMAN
DICK VAN PATTEN· RON CAREY· HOWARD MORRIS

.
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stranded-cont ...
During a crisis most people
band together to help each other,
but as we found out, even in dire
times some people look out only
for themselves. One gentleman
went so far as to steal our
blanket while we were upstairs
and later denied it, saying that it
belonged to him. With the help
of Mr. Rendine we got it back
the next morning.
We spent the first night on the
altar floor (which was the only
carpeted section of the floor)
with only our jackets to keep u
warm. I got to sleep in five
minutes while Bill kept an all
night vigil. To pass the time he
flipped a coin, counted the
sections in the roof (there were
88) watched TV downstairs and
drank coffee constantly.
The next morning we were
greeted with hot cereal, orang{
juice, donuts and coffee. Th{
morning had just begun and
already we were bored. We kept
telling ourselves how funny this
would look when we were older.
We heard stories about high
drifts, cleared roads and
everything in between. Bill was
worried about his car, so he
decided to take a walk.
He told me he would return in
two hours. If he didn't return by
then, I was to tell someone he
was gone. Surprisingly he
returned in forty minutes. He
then related to me that there
were approximately 100 cars in
front of his with snow drifts up
to the roofs. His car wasn't too
bad because the truck on the side
of us had blocked most of the
wind and snow. The passenger
side was a sheet of ice. Before
reaching his car, Bill was
stopped by an MP and ordered
to return to a shelter. There had
already been enough deaths in
the state. "What's one more
person?" he thought and kept
going to his car.
We were now hoping to get
out of the church by Thursday.
A million questions entered our
minds. Where would they tow
the car? How would they notify
us where it was'? How soon
would they begin clearing the
highways? Our thoughts turned
to Bryant. Saga food and fem~Ie
companionship.
After lunch I made my first
trip outside since the: storm had
subsided. We went for a walk in
the neighborhood of the church.
Some of the streets had one lane
plowed. There were a few pick
up trucks driving around, but
the only means of transportation
that was effective were by foot ,
sled or snowmobile. Some
people had already started the
tedious process of digging out
their automobiles.
We next ventured up to 146
. because I wanted to see what it
looked like in the daylight. The
easiest way to get there was by
climbing up the embankment
along the Mineral Springs
Avenue overpass. Standing on
the cement guard rail. Bill told
me ~pproximately where the car
was. I couldn't see it because the
snow was still being blown about
by the frigid northerly winds
which pierced my winter
clothing. I had no idea we had
walked so far to get to the .
shelter. Last night it seemed a
very short distance.
As night approached , our
thou~hts turned to supper. It
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wasn't until after 6 p.m. that we
ate, but it was worth waiting for.
A nearby restaurant donated 20
pounds of macaroni and sauce to
the shelter and another 40
pounds was purchased. It was
the best meal we had the entire
time we were there.
At every meal, Bill and I
would wait until the rush had
gone before we went up to eat.
We knew that there was plenty of
food for everyone and we could
always go back for more. As at
previous meals, we were asked to
save the paper dishes and plastic
utensils because they were
running low and it wasn't knownA
how many more times they
would be needed.
At 8 that evening there was an
ecumenical service in the church
for all the storm refugees. We
sang songs and heard Scripture
readings. It was conducted by
the two parish priests and a
stranded minister. The very
moving service made everyone
realize how lucky they were to be
safe, warm, and not hungry. It
also renewed everyone's spirits
that Wednesday would be a
better day.
After the service, we watched
television on the stage because it
was the only one tuned to ABC.
The evening passed quickly.
Looking around the haH, it
seemed unusually empty. We
didn't realize that so many·
people had returned home, or so
we thought. During the news,
Bill told me that he had just
returned from upstairs and that
there was no room to sleep on
the altar. Everyone had decided
to go to sleep early. Where only a
few hours earlier people had
been singing, the church · now
resounded with people snoring.
The only empty place On the
altar was on the top landing
where the priest's chair was. Bill,
being a non-Catholic, wanted to
know if it was against the law to
move it . I told him no and we
moved it off to the side. This
gave us a space wide enough for
only the two of it'S. Bill slept
against the marble altar and I
slept on the edge of the landing
next to a step leading down to
the next landing where a mother
and father slept with a young
child. Using our jackets for
pillows, we went to sleep.
When I awoke the · next
morning, the church was bathed
in multicolored light from the
stained-glass windows . Its
warmth gave us hope that we
could leave today because we
weren't looking forward to
another night on the floor. After
breakfast, we decided to walk
back to Bryant. There was no
sense of staying another day
because the car would still be in
the snow until Friday at the
earliest.
Our first stop was the car. It
was in bctter shape that I
thought it would be. While Bill
cleared off most of the ice and
snow. I gathered some items to
bring back to · campus and the
remaining food to bring back to
the ' church. Bill started his car
and we left for home.
The air was dead quiet-no
wind, no sounds of cars,
snowplows, nothing. The entire
state was dormant. The
Providence skyline stood in the
background, the Capitol
building white against the deep
blue sky. It was a beautiful day
to try walking ten miles back to

campus. It would have been'
senseless to attempt the journey
the previous day .
We brought the food back to
the shelter and thanked Mr.
Rendine and the priests for all
they had done for us. They·told
us the best way to return to
Bryant and we set out at 10:30
a.m. We wanted to make sure we
were back. before nightfall.
The going was easy in some
places, rough in others. Most of
the roads still were poorly
plowed if they were plowed at
all. Other small groups could be
seen doing the same thing we
were. As we walked up 146
north, very few cars were
abandoned the further north we
went. We then realized that if we
had gotten this far, we would
probably have spent the night in
the car because there were no
places to get shelter.
Two plows came down 146
south so we jumped over a five
foot snowbank to get to the
other side. There was pavement
showing in many places in the
south bound lane and we were
actually walking in the high
speed lane. Some of the entrance
and exit ramps were being
cleared by heavy machinery.
While we were walking man',
plows, small four-wheel drive
trucks and tractors traikrs
pa ssed us going in both
directions.
It took us almost two hours to
reach 116. We had stopped only
a few times to catch our breath.
It wasn't as bad as we thought it
would be. Route 116 was plowed
much better than 146. Much of
the snow was already melting off
the road and the Lincoln Mall
was heing cleared out. Parts of
the highway looked wider than
when there wasn't any snow on
. the ground. As we walked past
one of the factories, two men
were standing outside clearing a
path. They told us they were the
only two in the building and that
they had run out of food the day
before. They were hoping to get
an emergency shipment that day.
When we got onto route 7 we
were greatly surprised at how
clear it was. In our opinion,
route 7 was the clearest road of
the three we were on. By now our
bodies were very sore, especially
our legs. We weren't cold but we
were getting tired. As we walked
up Jacob., Drive we could tell
that we weren't going to have
classes for a few more days. At
I :35, three hours after we had
begun our journey, we were back
in our suite, safe and happy.
I have tried to explain in detail
the ordeal we went through.
Unless you actually experienced
what was being shown and
reported in the news, you can
no't appreciate what we went
through . Many people see the
pictures of abandoned cars and
trucks but can't comprehend
what it looks like in reality.
All of you who were stranded
on campus should · consider
yourself lucky. Being caught out
011 the highways may sound
adventurous (and it was for a
while) but sooner or later the
har!;h reality of being stranded in
a blizzard becomes apparent.
Looking back, I have mixed
feelings about my experiences.
It'll be something I can tell my
grandchildren and always will
. remember, but I don't think I'd
ever want to live through it
again.

Winter Survival
By Ed Kasinskas
Weather-related automobile accidents are the leading cause of
winter storm deaths , according to the National Oceanic &
Atmospheric Administration. Many people die, not from injuries,
but from the cold. Picture yourself on a back road up North in a snow
storm. You hit an ice patch and sli de off the road into a sno wd rift.
Would you be able to survive?
The worst thing to do is leave yom car and look for help. You are
more likely to be found by rescuers if you stay in your car. Locati ng
directions is difficult in a heavy snow storm. If you leave your car,
you may walk for miles looking for help , but in reality only be
walking in circles. You would get weak, tired and hungry, and
probably die from exposure. Instead, open your car window slightly
and run the motor and heater sparingly. M ave around and clap your
hands for warmth. Do not stay motionless for long periods of time.
Your car should be checked for winter d riving. It should ha e a
good pair of tires, adequate antifreeze in the cooling system and the
ignition, and check exhaust systems. If you plan on doing an y
extensive traveling, a storm kit should be carried . It includes the
following items: chains, tlares, snad booster cables, first-aid kit,
shovel, knife, matches, blankets, rags , flashlight and tools.
If you use any type of deicer or ice scraper, it's better to put them
inside the car jnstead of in the trunk. To prevent ice and snow from
covering your windshield, get a heavy sheet of plastic (or cut a
garbage bag in halO and place it over the window holding it in place
by putting each end in the front doors and shutting them . Many
accidents are caused when the driver's view is obstructed by ice and
snow.
When performing any outdoor activity in the winter, you must
make sure your have the proper clothing. Loose layers of clothing
will keep you warmer than tight fitting clot hers. The closest layer to
the skin should be mesh underwear; this allows moisture to escape
from the skin. The next layer should be a woolen shirt because wool
dries from within and provides warmth to the body . Jackets filled
with a layer of insulation, down or fiberfill, prevents heat loss due to
wind . In wet weather, a rain parka of tigtly woven fabric treated for
water-repellency is your best bet.
When you are cold, your body conserves heat around your vital
organs by constricting the blood vesels in your arms and legs. That's
why your toes and fingers are the first to become numb. Blood vessels
to the head do not contract. You can lose 15 percent of your body
heat from an exposed head and neck. Some type of head covering is
recommended. For hands, mittens are warmer than gloves.
Your body gives off approximately one qua rt of moisture daily in
the "orm of water vaoor. When this moisture is trapned next to your
skin and condenses, you feel clammy and you start to get rhe chills.
This is a major cause of hypothermia. When thi. occurs. "he re is a
lack of coordina,tion and jud!~ement which is followed by
unconsciousness and death. This doesn't only happen iq ve ry cold
air. It can result when the temperatures are in the 30's a nd 40's .
Whatever your winter plans are, planning ahead may save your live.

Iloroscope ~ig,~ I~ghts -- February ffi.. 16
Aquarius January 20-February
18
Venus gives a feeling · for
luxuries and optimism in love.
Evening favors light enter
tainment and dinner away from
home base.
Pisces February 19-March 20
Excellent vibrations further
romantic relationships. Look to
the romantic and free spirited
Gemini for excitement but don't
expect anything serious to
develop.
Aries March 21-April 19
Luna's square to Saturn calls
for caution in any possible
spending spree. Save every
penny because you will need it
for personal matters next week.
Taurus April 20-May 20
Situations change and later
for the better under existing
Jupiter-Uranus stimulation.
Something long desired can be
claimed this week!
Gemini May 21-June 21
A week fuJI of excitement and
parties are in store for you. Your
personality is shining and you're
likely to be the center of
attention.
Cancer June 22-JuJy 22
One of your friends is in
serious trouble. Lend your ear
but don't let your emotions carry
into a commitment you can't
possibly keep.

l,tO fuly 2J.Au
You ta~e a walk · down
memory lane when an old loved
one shows up at your door.
Enjoy but don't be clouded by
the memories of the past. It's
over!
Virgo August 23-September 22
Moon's opposition to Venus
suggests contlict in love matters
this week. Not the time for a
blind dat e or a new relationship.
Libra September 23-0ctober 23
You are noted for your
decision-making abilities. Put
them to work this week and you
could change your life for the
better.
Scorpio October 24-November
22
.
Venus enters Pisces and the lid
is off romance. p'ersonal
happiness increases by leaps and
bounds. Be prepated for spur of
the moment ideas.
Sagittarius November 23
December 21
Pu~h business, money and
employment matters. You feel in
control and with plenty of
stamina you serve your
purposes.
Capricorn December 22
January 19

This is your week for changes
in school and love. You are no
longer anchor(;d down so make
.your move now!! .
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Rock Cocchiaro: I mostlv
worked and slept. and brought
the news to the people on JMF.
Gay tha
m r de. k
been i1l
what a
was.

Mary Lyons: Became a Bryant
student in the best sense of the
word.

Langlois: Cleaned off
- because am'one who's
my office \\,~llid kno\\'
momentous ras" that

Katie Cassels: Knilled a scarf
and got real mellow.

What did you
do to occupy

These outstanding
pictures \Ivere taken by
J. W. Harrington and
Francis Erba.

your time this
past week?
Pete Larkin: Got high and got
drunk.

Notice
Snow Removal
As of Tuesday, Feb. 14 all
students must have all the snow
removed off campus. Only
kidding have a Happy
Valentines Day!!!

CPR-BLS Course

Personal
SPB- Now we know the true
meaning of closeness between
brothers and sisters.
Pete- Heard any good Audibles
Lately'!
Barbara Jean
Franky- Your the smoothest cub
in the W.B.M.C.
.....W ren

The American Red Cross and . BiIly- Man does not live by Bird
Bryant Security will be CaIls alone.
Turkie
sponsoring two courses in
C ardiopulmonary Resusciation George-Hey Buddy! Thank you
also known as CPR . The courses for the surprise, it was excellent!
will be held one night a week for Believe it or not... Hope you
three weeks from 6-9 p.m. Weed it even though... Peace
The Man from the Pit
Classes are open to all students.
staff, and faculty, sign up in the
Ann W.-How are your?? Hey I'm
Security Office on a first come
looking forward to April. Is it
first serve basis. The Monday
the 21 st? It could be a ball game.
night class will be held on Feb.
Ask Beth what that means. Take
27, March 6 & 13. The Tuesday
care,
night class will be held on Feb.
A Friend at Bryant
28, March 7 & 14. Each class is
limiled to 30 students so sign up . A-2-Help us solve our problem!!
now!!!
To another one of the nuns-Faw

Wanted
Ride wanted due South-as far
as possible. Destination
Maryland. Weekend of
Fe bruary 17, or sooner. Will
share expenses and driving time.
Please reply to P.O. Box 2595 or
call 231-2603 after 4 p.m.

Lost and
Found
Brown Corduroy Coat with Fur
Lining, in Pub Tuesday night. If
fou nd, please contact Sid at 232
0295.

how is it going? We still haven't
really partied. We must take care
of that sometime. K? Take it
easy,
The guy with the unbelievable
phone bill
Stien and Ruggzy - Thanks alot
for the past week and your
friendship - someday I'll try to
pay the bill.
Peace - Erb's
Beep-' I've got one of my very
own. I'll just look. You may have
the honor of picking a part if
you like.
Butch
To Viki-the nice kid in 212
Good luck living with her~ How
ya doing? How is Jim? Hope to
see you again soon- Peace.
The One from Rhode Island

To No.2 Son,
Many happy days and love.
MOM
Ray and Roy Jr.- When are you
coming back? We miss you.
To one of my friends at the "Ice
Cream" School-Ann C.-A short
note to say Hi! and good luck
with the trans.
From Fran's the Man, the one
with the..
John H., we've got a secret
o.k.?!-Brooke
Peter P. lives with old people.
Does Guy D. live in F-4.
Would Brian N . walk a mile for a
Sharon M?
Lisa: N.J. here we come; Florida
here we come.

Kevin McKenna: Spent aboUl30
hours doing shows and drinking.
Hey AI, Remember us? We used
to hang around together before
the Pousette-Dart mixer at
Wheaton.
Mr. Young- Your payment of$5
is due!! - Karen
Skippy- Hello! - Batman &.
Robin
Furry One- Don't look now but I
think your tires just went south.
Signed, Gonzo
Jay,
In a world where you don't
always win, there is someone out
there waiting for you. Go find
her, before she finds you and
spoils the surprise!!!!
Your Conscience;

To my "friends" at Smith-and at
the Hoodsy Nunery- Hope I
did?'t leav~ anyone out. Sorry if
I did!!! Fmally your names in
print! Its not the Blue and Grav
but... Take care, have a good
semester. - A Friend
Lucase and Pia-Couldn't and
wouldn't leave you out-nothing
to say but, hope we can get
together ' and "party harty"
sometime... be good and have
fun.
212's friend
To all the INSANE members 
Guys, THANKS - I appreciate
your friendship and all you've
done for me.. ..Peace
Fran

Ellen: Please pass the pepperoni
pizza -or- the oil paints!
Ron: Your the best big brother a
good could ever want-signed
Capri
John S: 2/3 the couch is your's;
the other 1/ 2 is mine.
Suzanne: J oni, You're A Great
Neighbor.
Hi Harry! (or is that F red?)
Carol
Marji: Maybe we could hitch a
ride inside a kangaroo pouch in
Australia-
Pat-What's the name of the
game?

COlL£GE

ADlI.T

I

WINTER CLASSES
BEGINNING DECEMBER 14th

INFROVE YOUR READNi SIW.S
I

I

'Leen-How do you play it?

COPtfIREtINSION
•• SPEED
READWG .

Valan-I'll give you 6 guesses to
name the songs it put on the juke
box.
• Alerie

• VOCABllARY
• TESTWG
Fat ctWJIlETf I#ORMA TrJN & CLASS SOEDUl.ES

I
I
I

••
•
•

PHONCS
STUDYSKUS
BUSteS All)
TEONCAL READWG

CALL

Lil'-Why don't you buy your
own grinder'~

JOtt4SON &WALES I READI4G t4S1TTU1E

Edwin-Do you always get calls
at 3 a.m.

I

J. McKiv.-Have you receiv.ed
any letters lately.
Signed, the phantom

.COllEGE

:

(401) 456-1085
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The Fan - "The Uncaged Animal" Indians Beat Quinnipiac
By Pat Williams

By Jay Metzger
For those of you who read my
last article, you know that I am
an avid sports fan. If you didn't
read it (then you probably won't
read this one, either,) now you
know. I follow virtually every
sport created by man with a fine
tooth comb. While I can't claim
to be an expert of the first order,
I can hold my own in a sports
conversation (of course, being
"no. 2" makes me try harder.)
But what about all the other
"addicts just like me? I mean,
everyday we turn to the sports
page in the newspaper, or flick
on "the tube" to find out how
the local team did. All the sports
magazines are doing features on
teams and players of the same.
Well, as a concerned fan, I think
the fan should be put in the
spotlight. As a reporter, I think
I'm going to have to stop
attending all those mixers. They
seem to be affecting my better
judgement (if I had any to be
affected, which some people
doubt.) This time, the fan side
won out, so let the game begin!
To most people, the sports fan
is someone who sits in front of
his big, color TV, drinks beer,
goes through a bag of potato
chips and pretzels, and just gets
fat. To the other group of most
people, the sports fan is someone
who pays ridiculous prices so he
can drink beer, go through a bag
of potato chips and pretzels, and
scream
till the voice goes
hoarse. To these two opinions, I
will almost politely say "bunk!"
The sports fan is actually just a
normal person, just like you and
I. Sure he drinks beer, and goes
through a bag of potato chips
and pretzels. But when you miss
breakfast, don't you get hungry?
It's only natural. But what these
two myths fail to recognize is
that the sports fan is also very
knowledgeable about his/her
sport. In a conversation, you

could probably find out almost
anything about the team.
Including an opinion of how the
team should be run. But this is
only one of the many roles the
sports fan is able t~ assume.
That's right folks, the sports
fan is as versatile as an
actor/actress. A superman
among common civilians.
Dashing into any crowded
stadium, he becomes player~
making one great play after
another; a referee making the
. right call play after play.
Arguing in any heated "friendly
conversation", he becomes the
franchise's most valu ble
executive. Making the right
move when it must be made. Or
he can instantly transform into
the winningest coach in history;
his strategy always right for the
impending situation. But during
all the switching, he is still a fan.
Always supporting his team
'through thick and thin,always
hoping for the best; never
accepting defeat. And when that
big championship comes, he is
the first to say "I told you so!"
Some of you are probably
thinking that I don't know what
I'm talking about. And I'm sure
that I will furthur that
conviction when I say what I'm
about to say. "All sports fans are
without a reasonable doubt,
without a fact on earth saying
otherwise, absolutely F-A-N-A
T-I-C-A-L!!!!" Now if you'll all
do me a small favor, and STOP
LAUGHING!!, I'll present my
concrete evidence to this open
and shut statement. I'm still
waiting ....... are you quite
finished now? Are your
emotions all under lock and key
again? For those of you out there
who need a small breather, I'll
wait.

••••

Now that all of u!tiire ready to
continue. here is my iron-clad
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example:
I'm quite sure that all of you
know how well our basketball
team is doing; and by my
observations, all of you are
giving them your full support.
But have you ever taken the time
to look around at all the
different kind of supporters that
attend the games? Well, there are
the ones who go because there's
nothing better to do (it must be
pointed out that this group is a
very small minority.) There are
the ones who don't get that
excited, but enjoy the game just
the same. A line must be drawn
here; because we get into the
group of fans. This group is split
into two categories; the fans who
get excited, scream a little, cry a
little, and know who most of the
players are. These people are
crazy about their basketball. The
second category consists of the
out and out fanatic fans! These
are the people that I will talk
about. In fact, I am part of this
group of crazies (yes folks, I'm
the one who always stands,
cheers, and just goes totally
bonkers.) We are the ones who
raise our index fingers in
anticipation of eventually being
"no. I" in the nation. The names
of all the plavers, their strengths,
weaknesses, and stats are almost
common knowledge (as a
freshman, I have not been able to
completely get my bearings on
the stats end, but I'll get it soon.)
We know the game of
basketball. and how it is. and
should be played . The referees
are the targets of our insu lts; we
cry DEFENSE till the voice goes
hoarse. We do virtually
everything in our power to win,
and win big. We are bad losers a i
first. but after a whi le, we can tell
you exactly what went wrong.
Basketball runs in our blood.
Surprisingly enough, there is
another group that is even
crazier then the fanatics. These
people are the SPORTS
FREAKS! This group, (myself
included) follows every sport
faithfully, season after busy
season. Pro or college does not
escape the attention of this
person. A warning about this
person is advisable at this time.
"This reporter has found that
talking to this person about
sports can lead to a wearing out
of the hearing mechanism. This
can lead to loss of hearing for
indefinite periods of time. The
cause: a constant bombardment
of facts and statistics. The cure:
unknown at this time. Extreme
caution is advised."
It has come time to end this
study of human behavior. Watch
for my (hopefully) continuing
series on numerous other topics.
And while I remember, if you
know of any cure for "Talking to
a SPORTS FREAK Disease".
send them to:

On Saturday night, before a
outside bombing softened up t he
Quinnipiac defense, the Bryant
packed house, the Bryant
inside game began to work. The
Indians beat the Quinnipiac
game had become a real crowd
Braves 72-66. Quinnipiac came
into the game with a 17-2 record • pleaser, and the 2000-plus fan
who were there rcally helped the
against the Bryant hoopsters.
Indians with their con stant
Their last two victories against
encouragement. At this time. the
Bryant were by only one basket
crowd was continually broughl
on each occasion.
to its feet, as the game sea a wed
Quinnipiac College was
back and forth.
ranked 6th in New England with
14 points. partially as a result of
Finally, the Bryant froh t court
their last victory against Bryant.
depth proved to be too m uch for
Bryant entered the fray with 36
the tiring Quinnipiac team. The
points and a 3rd place ranking.
Indian's front court f S IC e
Quinnipiac took an early lead
Walker, Dan Mazzulla, . rOle
in the game. Led by its 6'6"
DeWitt, Chris Avery. a nd
captain, College-Division AIJ
Tommy Box all contri buted
American, Harold Driver; the
heavily to the Bryant victory.
big men from H a md en
The combination of Bryant's
dominated the backboards. In
victory, along with Sp ringfie ld
their last confrontation. Ernie
and first place r an ked
DeWitt scored a game high 32
Merrimack losing, might move
points. and the Braves were
Bryant into second place in the
detremined that this would not
New England Divisi o n II
happen again. And until late in
College
basketball rank ings.
the game, DeWitt was
constantly doubleteamed.
These victories make the
After the halftime break, the
games against seventh ran ked
game began to even up as Paul
Assumption College, and eigth
Seymour continued to pump in
ranked Bentley College even
shot after long range shot. In the
more important. A loss to either
of these teams could seri ously
last five games, Seymour has hit
for well over 50% of his shots
hurt Bryant's chances to be one
from the floor.
of the teams in the New E ngland
Bryant. who had trailed from
College Division playoffs . They
the opening tap, finally took the
should be exciting ga mes. Gi e
lead in the middle of the second
the team t he . up po rt it d eserv e~ .
half. As Seymour's steady
Be there!
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I hope to be able to share your
answers with the Bryant
community, so they know how
·to handle this outbreak. If you
don't want your answer
published, just say so with your
answer.
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